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New economic realities in healthcare, emerging 
research linking lighting to individual outcomes, new 
technologies and best practice examples are all 
creating a “new normal” where lighting in inpatient 
rooms needs to serve additional functions. This 
worksheet is intended to help design teams achieve the 
“new normal.” It is not intended to be exhaustive, but 
rather is a discussion aid that a design team can use 
throughout the project to monitor whether or not they 
are achieving new and more demanding functions: it 
can be part of the lighting narrative that is given to the 
electrical engineer; it can be used for design review 
during each step in the design process for the design 
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team to verify that they are meeting the new normal; 
and it can help drive the investigative phase of the 
evidence-based design process. 

We suggest the worksheet be used as part of 
discussion among team members and that each item 
is scored by consensus, looking particularly for items 
where the team does not have confidence that the 
design will satisfy the function. These are opportunities 
to look for better technologies or designs. Solutions 
may exist outside of healthcare in areas such as 
aviation, hospitality and manufacturing. They are also 
opportunities for owners, designers and manufacturers 
to work together to create innovative solutions. 

This worksheet provides several specific scenarios that 
illustrate the new normal where different stakeholders 
can control lighting systems to support their needs and 
where they can receive visual and non-visual benefits. 
It does not cover all requirements of a lighting system 
that are covered in codes and standard but focuses on 
new opportunities. 



1. safer care: New provider needs to turn on exam light 
quickly and accurately without prior knowledge about the 
specific room controls.

2. Quality care: Provider needs to assess the integrity and 
health of the patient skin and tissue from the patient bed. 

3. cleaning to reduce infection: Cleaners need to turn on 
lights that allow highly effective cleaning (high CRI, oblique 
angles) then reliably restore lights to original settings.

4. reduce falls: Disoriented patient needs to find bathroom 
safely at night

5. improve recovery: Hospital wants lighting to restore 
circadian rhythms and improve sleep.

6. improve patient/family experience: Patients and 
families want varied lighting to provide outdoor-like 
experience. 

7. improve patient/family experience: Patients in all rooms 
can get a morning lighting experience from natural and 
electric lighting regardless of windows, building orientation 
and geographic location. 

8. improve patient/family experience: Staff wants to be 
able to remain aware of  patients at night from the outside 
the room without light from the hallway disturbing patient 
or family while they sleep.

9. improve patient/family experience: Staff needs to 
observe patient from the bedside at night without light 
disturbing patient or family while they sleep.

10. improve patient/family experience: Family member 
wants to turn on reading light without waking patient or 
requiring staff assistance or training.

11. improve patient/family experience: Patient wants to be 
able to read or use electronic devices in bed without glare, 
at any sitting angle.

12. improve patient/family experience: Patients want to lie 
at any angle without looking directly at glare from fixtures 
or reflective surfaces.

13. reduce energy use: Hospital wants to achieve 
appropriate lighting levels without creating increased heat 
in the space.  

14. reduce energy use: Hospital wants to maximize use of 
natural daylight when available, shutting off unnecessary 
artificial lighting.
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iNstructioNs: The design team should evaluate their lighting proposal 
from the perspective of whether they can achieve the following scenarios. 
Hold a discussion and decide as a team how certain you are that the 
proposed design will meet the scenario on a 1 to 10 scale: 1-No Confidence; 
3-Some confidence; 5-Somewhat likely;  7-Quite likely; 10-Nearly Certain.  
How certain are you that the proposed solution will satisfy these scenarios:


